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With the government highlighting the risk responsibilities of senior business
executives, Jennifer Lowe asks what is good corporate governance?

Effective risk management plans are
a board-level responsibility

OVERVIEW

ȖȖ In early-April, Business Secretary
Vince Cable ordered an investigation
into the three HBOS directors held
responsible for the bank’s downfall,
requesting they be banned for life
from being company directors.
It could be argued that risks like
these are difficult to prepare for,
but according to the Roads to Ruin
report carried out by Cass Business
School, City University London, on
behalf of Airmic, the Association
of Insurance and Risk Managers
in Industry and Commerce, global
chief executives and company chairmen have a responsibility to manage
corporate risk.
Most organisations are needlessly
at risk in a number of areas. Often the
potential and consequential losses
will be a major threat to businesses
performance. To put them right and
protect businesses, chief executives
need to make sure that processes,
procedures and systems are clear,
tight, ordered and well managed.
While the risks can usually be
identified quickly and effective
plans drawn up, it usually takes a
little help and some wider corporate
consensus to get things done.
Bill Trueman, chief executive at
Riskskill, says: “The first step necessary for many corporations in 2013
is to recognise the risks they run and
the need for change itself. Until they
do, our role is to highlight the risks
most likely to be faced.”
“Risk is embedded in a business,”
says Paul Hopkin, Airmic technical director. “If you run a business,
you face risk and so part of running
a successful business is getting
strategy, tactics, operations running
effectively and efficiently, and there
are risk issues that can stop that.
Risk management is an integrated
part of being a chief executive.”
The Financial Stability Board
(FSB), an international co-ordinating
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body, recently published a thematic
peer review on risk governance, and
identified significant weaknesses in
major financial institutions relating
to the roles and responsibilities of
corporate boards of directors.
Tiff Macklem, chairman of the
FSB’s standing committee on standards implementation, says: “At the
core of strong risk management is an
effective risk-appetite framework,
and firms’ progress to date is uneven
in its development, comprehensiveness and implementation. Very
few firms are able to identify clear
examples of how they used their
risk-appetite framework in strategic
decision-making processes.”
Mr Macklem further explains that
recent headline events surrounding
activities at some large financial

late. Northern Rock’s demise at the
start of the global financial crisis was
widely reported.
According to the Roads to Ruin
report, in the case of Northern Rock:
“The board failed to ensure stress
testing of the core of the business
model, with its heavy reliance on
wholesale markets.”
Roads to Ruin identifies a number
of high-profile cases – AIG, Shell (the
UK’s arm of Royal Dutch Shell) and
Railtrack, for example – and claims
that of the 18 cases analysed in detail:
“Several of the firms we studied were
destroyed by the crises that struck
them. While others survived, they
often did so with their reputations
in tatters and faced an uphill task in
rebuilding their businesses.”
“The potential for severe and,

Risk management is an integrated
part of being a chief executive
institutions underscore the importance of promoting and implementing a sound risk culture.
This view is echoed by Swee Lian
Teo, chairman of the FSB’s peer
review team on risk governance, who
says that, while measures have been
taken to improve risk governance, a
recent review showed there are still
gaps that need to be addressed by
both firms and supervisors.
“The report [published in February by the FSB] sets out recommendations that will help supervisors
everywhere raise the bar on their
expectations for risk governance
so that firms’ practices continue to
improve through changing environments,” she says.
The dangers to a business that
fails to appropriately manage risk
have become increasingly evident of
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in some cases, ruinous damage to
corporate reputations is the biggest
danger,” says Airmic chief executive John Hurrell. “If you look at
product recalls and contamination,
high-profile contract failures, incidents involving loss of life, and so
on, these will almost always have an
impact on reputation.
“Our Roads to Resilience research
currently being undertaken by Cranfield, and to be published in June,
studies companies who have a track
record of sustained success and no
big shocks. In every case, the tone
and culture on risk management
is clearly set at the very top of the
organisation and reinforced at every
level of management. It has become
part of their demonstration of excellence to customers, investors, regulators and other key stakeholders.”

£2bn
cost to UK taxpayers of the
Northern Rock collapse
Source: National Audit Office

67%
of risk managers have an
enterprise risk management
programme in place

22%
of risk managers have not explicitly
set any risk-appetite level

39%
of organisations have purchased a
security-privacy liability policy

Source: Towers Watson Risk
and Finance Manager Survey
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DOING WHAT’S
RIGHT WHEN
THINGS GO WRONG
TESCO TAKING CONTROL
While British supermarkets and
meat suppliers across Europe
found themselves under scrutiny as a result of the horsemeat
scandal, Tesco managed its
response better than most.
In fact, when horsemeat was
discovered in beef products
at supermarkets and in food
products across the UK, Tesco
showed how crisis management
should be executed.
Brand management researchers at Media Perception Insight
(MPI) commissioned research
into how the reactions of the
brands involved in the scandal
affected their reputation in the
eyes of the media.
The panel of trade journalists provided insight into the
comparative impact of Tesco’s
and Findus’ reputation management strategies.
While both brands yielded
lower scores for corporate
social responsibility, the panel
did recognise a marked difference in the two companies’
branding and marketing. Tesco
scored higher at 77.6 per cent
for how its brand was protected
in the scandal while Findus
polled just 46.6 per cent in this
category. In fact, every journalist asked agreed that Tesco
has successful marketing and
advertising campaigns in place.
George Robinson, chairman
of MPI, says the results of the
poll show that, regardless of
the allegations being thrown
around, it was Tesco’s proactive
approach to communications
that allowed it to preserve its
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positioning among the key trade
media audience.
He explains: “While many
experts commented that Findus
tended to keep quiet as the
scandal unfolded, Tesco was
praised for facing the crisis
head-on in the media – and this
has been clearly reflected in the
survey results.
“We can see the impact of
Tesco’s marketing strategy on
its reputation, even at times
where its responsibility to the
public is being questioned.”
The Food Standards Agency’s
findings in the horsemeat
scandal affected every major
supermarket in the UK, either
directly – through the supply
chain – or indirectly because of a
change in shopping habits. However, Tesco’s speed of response,
clear, direct messaging and
willingness to take ownership
of the key issues, protected its
reputation.
Freddie Baveystock, managing consultant at Rufus
Leonard, says adopting the
“active” approach enables large
companies to respond to a crisis
quickly by instilling the values of
clarity, simplicity and humanity.
“Brands need to be defined
in clear and simple terms that
everyone within an organisation
can remember and act upon,” he
says. “This enables a PR team
to adopt a position that is readily
identifiable as a meaningful and
decisive response, not an evasion or quibbling over responsibilities that can be interpreted
as ‘playing for time’.”

When companies are rocked by a scandal,
management teams need to know
they have a plan to restore faith in the
organisation. Joe McGrath investigates
whether there is such a formula

REPUTATIONAL RISK

ȖȖ With numerous high-profile
business public relations (PR) disasters in recent memory, it is easy
to see why global businesses are
continuing to splash out on external agencies to manage and protect
their corporate reputations.
According to the 2012 Holmes
Report, which measures fee-earning income for the world’s largest
public relations agencies, every
single agency in the top ten largest
PR firms had increased their fee
income year-on-year.
In total, the global public relations industry grew by just under
8 per cent in 2011, making it
a £6.5-billion (US$10-billion)
global business and illustrating
the global appetite for services
such as reputation protection and
crisis management.

The lack of regulation and speed
by which social media can mobilise
negative sentiment has a growing
number of corporate casualties
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Recent examples of these
“spin” services in action include
the tax evasion furore which
engulfed Starbucks last December. It had been widely reported
that the company had legally
avoided paying large amounts of
corporation tax in the UK by utilising international tax-efficient
accounting structures.

businesses, on what appear to be
healthy profits generated here, is
a great example of this,” he says.
“Companies that are reliant on
the continued goodwill and support of consumers now recognise
they must make greater efforts
to prove they are worthy of
their customers’ trust. You only
have to look at the unwelcome

Share and discuss online at theraconteur.co.uk
This particular “scandal” was a
clear illustration of how quickly
public sentiment can force change,
quicker than any legal process.
However, the group’s PR operation responded and volunteered to
increase the amount of tax it pays
in the UK, allowing the spotlight
of media coverage to drift to other
companies who were still legally
sidestepping a large tax bill.
James Henderson, chief executive of Bell Pottinger Private, says
global chief executives are increasingly realising that multinational
businesses need to be able to recognise and react quickly to what
can be very rapid changes in the
media agenda.
“The recent sharp focus on the
disparity between the very low levels of UK tax paid by multinational
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attention received by Amazon,
Starbucks and Google late last
year to see the kind of damage
that can be inflicted when businesses are caught without a clear,
concise and credible explanation
for their actions.”
The tax issue that affected these
companies grew quickly because of
the access customers have to social
media and chief executives must
appreciate the pace at which a
negative story can get out of hand.
Anthony Danaher, chairman of
corporate communications at FTI
Consulting, underlines the fact
that the rules have changed, noting
that the ethical standards required
of the corporate world are getting
more and more stringent.
“Behaviour that was once seen as
acceptable is being frowned upon,”

BUSINESS RISK STRATEGIES
Contingency plans must withstand
intense media attention

act with integrity. If your people
aren’t very engaged with your
goals and don’t really care about
your reputation, they’re unlikely
to be very on-message, and more
likely to say things that can further damage your reputation. This
is particularly dangerous in our
social-media age.”
While working from a known
issues list can assist companies in
managing their reputational risks,
there is no cure-all when routine
“issues management” becomes
“crisis management”.
Guarding
against cyber
attacks
Page 06

he says. “Just in the past year, we
have had Leveson [an inquiry
into the press], executive remuneration, the Starbucks corporate
tax scandal and Libor rigging.
Companies need to be thinking
about what is around the corner
and what they are perceived to be
accountable for.
“Social media has been one of the
biggest game-changers. The lack
of regulation and speed by which
social media can mobilise negative
sentiment has a growing number
of corporate casualties.”
Of course, reputational management extends far beyond the
financial affairs of a company. Sunderland Football Club jumped from
the back pages to the front pages of
the national press earlier this year
when the club hired Paulo Di Canio
as its new manager. It found itself
at the centre of controversy when
reports surfaced that Di Canio had
once made a fascist salute while he
played at Lazio in Rome and allegedly told an Italian news agency
that he was a “fascist, not a racist”.
Initially the club was slow to
respond to the story and simply
hoped the bad news would go away.
In the meantime, its reputation
was at risk of harm.
Ruth Settle, director at public
relations group Freud Communi-

cations, explains: “You only have
one chance to get it right – so listen
to the experts. By refusing to comment on fascism allegations, Sunderland fuelled a manageable story
for days before the eventual denial.
“Strategy must be insight-driven
and preparation rigorous. Any
business that has steered through
choppy reputational waters will
agree – good crisis management
is invaluable.”
In the same way as businesses
have specific insurance policies
and disaster recovery plans in case
of natural disasters, fires or mass
technology failures, crisis management plans are invaluable for when
the worst happens.
While the best PR practice is to
be open, honest and consistent
in your messaging, a good crisis
management plan will ensure your
organisation weathers any reputational storm if your organisational
culture supports your plan.
Derek Wynne, head of engagement at reputation management
group Cirrus, says: “During a crisis,
it helps if everyone has a shared
view of the way forward. This
comes from clear and consistent
leadership. It also helps if individuals have freedom to act.
“If you have clear values and high
levels of trust, people are likely to
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However, a company’s own “toxic
issues list” can be a good basis on
which to rehearse crisis management scenarios.
Paul Tweed, reputational management lawyer and senior partner at Johnsons Solicitors, says
organisations should have solid
protocols which dictate who does
what as a crisis is dealt with, based
on scenario plans which envisage
a range of potential situations the
company may find itself in.
He says: “These are mapped out
in advance, so that a team can be
assembled quickly and situations
dealt with in an effective manner.
The protocols, if well thought
through and based on realistic
scenarios, act like an insurance
policy – hopefully never needed –
but invaluable when they are.
“Especially at the beginning of a
crisis, time is of the essence and
it is important that engagement,
particularly with the media,
is not done in haste, but in an
orderly, calm manner so as to
avoid costly mistakes.”

Any business that has steered through
choppy reputational waters will agree –
good crisis management is invaluable
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G4S AND THE OLYMPIC ‘HIGH JUMP’
Reputational damage hit security group G4S last summer
when the public reacted with
anger after the company was
unable to fulfil its obligations to
provide security to the London
2012 Olympics.
Having landed the contract to
handle the security for various
Olympic venues, the company
became the focus of global
headlines when a disgruntled
employee turned whistle-blower.
In the June before the Olympics, the employee claimed staff
security vetting had not been
completed adequately and that
many employees were effectively self-certifying.
Initially, the company denied
the allegations, before eventually admitting it had struggled
to find sufficient numbers of
suitable staff and, therefore,
was under pressure to fulfil its
obligations.
The delay in owning up to the
problem enabled the scandal to
rumble on for weeks, eventually becoming a source of huge
embarrassment for the British
government and G4S chief
executive Nick Buckles.
In not dealing with the negative
story at the earliest opportunity,
the company saw its share price
subsequently tumble by $1.1
billion. Worse still, it later transpired that concerns had been
raised internally long before the
company was “shopped” by one
of its own staff.
Mr Buckles would later
become the subject of another
round of headlines after his
performance in front of the

investigating House of Commons select committee was
less than flattering.
Gavin Ingham Brooke, crisis
communications specialist and
chief executive of consultancy
Spada, says Mr Buckles’ televised committee appearance
was uncomfortable viewing.
He explains: “The performance made me squirm. It
showed little preparation and
the company’s messaging was
fundamentally wrong.”
Mr Ingham Brooke says to fail
to plan is to plan to fail. “Regular reviews and drills involving
the major decision-makers
are critical. It is true that few
plans escape unscathed from
first contact with the enemy,
but being rehearsed means
a multinational will be better
able to distinguish a problem
from a true crisis, and deploy
accordingly,” he says.
“Your crisis management team
must be senior, tightly-managed
and empowered to make serious strategic decisions; events
can develop too quickly to allow
decisions by committee.
Establish shift patterns if the
crisis demands it – a multinational will have to contend with
scrutiny across time zones,
as well as a domestic 24-hour
news cycle.”
With G4S, like many companies,
it appeared that too few hours
had been spent considering the
reputational risk of winning an
Olympic contract. However, that
planning could have been invaluable and should be a lesson for
any chief executive.
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ISLAMIC FINANCE

GUARDING AGAINST
CYBER ATTACKS AND
HUMAN ERROR
Protection of information technology and contingency
planning are vital for businesses when the fallout
from a security breach can be reputational as well as
financial, writes Ellie Duncan
TECHNOLOGY

ȖȖ Cyber crime is on the increase
and costs the UK economy billions
each year.
According to a joint government
and industry report, The cost of
cyber crime, published with information intelligence firm Detica,
more than three-quarters of the
£27 billion annual economic cost
of cyber crime is felt by businesses,
totalling around £21 billion a year.
Stewart James, a partner in the
intellectual property and technology group at law firm DLA Piper,
says: “The risks faced depend on
what they do and how they operate, but include unauthorised
access or loss of personal data, or
other confidential information.
This could lead to breaches of reg-

ulatory obligations or contract, or
other disruptive attacks that result
in damage to operational systems
and processes.”
Gavin Lyons, chief executive of
IT security service provider Accumuli, thinks threats can be traced
back to one of three sources: criminal organisations which extract
data from companies for financial
gain; internally, from a rogue
employee; or human error, where
private data is mistakenly leaked.
“The trick for any company is
to understand where they are
vulnerable, what governance and
compliance they require, and
implement [it],” he says. “There
are many security solutions that
address different types of threats,

but I think that’s part of the problem. It’s important they’re being
implemented correctly, and the
security of the business assessed
and reported back appropriately.”
The adoption of devices, such as
tablets and smartphones, in the
workplace has also left businesses
more open to attack.
“Employees are the weakest link
in the security chain; they need to
be made aware of the threats and
given procedures for responding to
them. There’s a real need to change
IT usage cultures,” says Mr James.
With so much at stake, many large
companies have invested in disaster recovery to limit any damage
from an internal or external threat.
John Dryden, chief technical
officer at IT support company IT
Lab, says business continuity and
disaster recovery have undergone
significant changes over the past
few years.
“The huge growth in virtualisation and the advent of the cloud
have made them [contingency
plans] much more affordable,”
he says. “In the past, having a disaster recovery plan often meant
replicating your IT set-up almost
exactly, both in terms of hardware,
but more importantly cost.
“Now companies can do this on a
cloud platform at a fraction of the
cost. Third-party cloud platforms
can allow a company to virtually
replicate its infrastructure, complete with all the required levels
of redundancy.”

The adoption of devices, such as
tablets and smartphones, in the
workplace has left businesses
more open to attack

COMMERCIAL FEATURE

Planning under uncertainty:
risk meets strategy

Neil Cantle, principal, Milliman

Modern business is nothing if not
complex. What happens in the
future depends on a seemingly
infinite number of coincidences
and interactions. And yet, even
under these conditions, senior
executives are expected to plot a
steady course and deliver consistent value for their capital providers.
Risk management has often been

seen as the policeman of the team,
alongside compliance and audit as
“lines of defence”. But to only treat
it like this rather misses its potential as a structured way to bring a
deep understanding of the uncertainties associated with future
business performance and to use it
as a strategic line of “offence”.
Risk management at the enterprise
level is all about understanding the
ways in which your business might
not deliver the planned outcomes.
The complexity of modern business
is not just a feeling – it is actually an
accurate scientific description of its
nature. We know from studies of
other such complex phenomena that

their future paths are an “emergent”
property, meaning that they cannot
be determined by simply studying
the components – it is the interactions that matter. We also know that
the behaviours of these systems are
adaptive and non-linear which makes
them very counterintuitive. Relying
on common sense or typical linear
frameworks therefore will not work.
Uncertainty can lead to inefficient
allocations of resources and unsettle stakeholders inside and outside
the organisation. Part of risk management’s role is helping you to be
clear what you are uncertain about.
When an outcome depends upon
chains of events, each component

Part of risk management’s role is helping you
to be clear what you are uncertain about
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Risk
management
can deliver
highly credible
scenarios and
futures for
discussion
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of which is uncertain, the permutation of possible futures is overwhelming. However, there is usually
more information available than you
might think, which can reduce the
number of possibilities quite considerably. Techniques developed, initially in the social sciences, for studying complex problems have been
shown to be highly effective in eliciting what your experts already know
about the dynamics in and around
your business which influence these
outcomes. These approaches cut
through the biases and contextual
details, and get to a “minimally complex” understanding of the drivers
– sufficiently complex to represent
the situation, but simple enough
that it can be widely communicated
and understood. Combining these
insights with patterns elicited from
available data, risk management
can deliver highly credible scenarios
and futures for discussion, considerably reducing uncertainty.

A slightly different role that risk
management adds is “resiliencethinking”. Given finite time and
resources, it will simply not be possible to consider every future outcome, so there will always be some
residual uncertainty. Studies show
that companies have a tendency
to “optimise” over time, thereby
reducing their flexibility. In the face
of complexity and uncertainty, it is
nearly always better to retain some
flexibility and a level of resilience so
you can react to things you have not
planned for. Risk management can
offer insights into where and how
this should be done, and help executives find the right trade-off between
short-term inefficiency and longerterm sustained performance.
For more information please
contact Neil Cantle, MA FIA
MIoD CERA, principal, Milliman
neil.cantle@milliman.com
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IT CAN PAY TO TAKE
RISKS WITH TECHNOLOGY
As large high street retailers suffer at the hands of digital
competitors, Rob Langston asks what’s coming next in
the e-commerce revolution?
AUGMENTED REALITY

ȖȖ The internet has revolutionised
the way consumers engage with
retailers over the past decade.
Indeed, the rise in e-commerce
has ensured that even the most
stalwart of high street retailers
have not been safe from changing
consumer trends.
The failure to develop a strong
e-commerce offering was held as a
significant factor in the difficulties
faced by entertainment retailer
HMV and camera specialist Jessops. The businesses had been
accused of neglecting online sales
in favour of maintaining a costly
high street presence.
Online shopping has changed the
way the UK behaves. The Office
for National Statistics reports that
non-seasonally adjusted online
sales remained at a high of 10.4
per cent during March, as poor
weather kept people indoors and
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at their computer screens.
“If you can’t reach consumers
where and when they want, your
competitors will, quickly taking
market share, eroding your scale,
and hurting your ability to operate
profitably,” says Bain & Company
partner Nick Greenspan. “Books
and music saw the first wave, but
few categories are safe.”
And things are likely to change
further with the introduction of
augmented reality technology,
which many believe will have an
even more profound effect on
e-commerce.
“Augmented reality, or more
accurately image recognition technology, is going to play a critical
role in enabling instantaneous
e-commerce off any physical trigger image simply by ‘looking at it’
through a phone, tablet or smart
device,” says Jess Butcher, chief

marketing officer of Blippar.
“Whether through a closed
shop's window, off a magazine
page or a bus stop poster, the
whole static world will effectively
become shoppable.”

If you can’t reach
consumers where and
when they want, your
competitors will
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DAMAGE LIMITATION
IS A MATTER OF
PROPER STRUCTURE

GOOD RISK MANAGEMENT GROWS REVE

Global businesses face risks from all sides, but
how can risk integration in corporate structures
affect organisational behaviour for the better?
Alex Cardno investigates
CORPORATE STRUCTURE

ȖȖ Against a backdrop of severe
economic volatility, the need for
businesses to control and manage
risk has never been greater.
With recovery continuing at such
a sluggish pace, the stakes are high
and the cost of getting it wrong can
be enormous. The recent horsemeat scandal is an example.
What started in January as an
update on meat product authenticity by the Food Safety Authority in
Ireland, resulted in frozen burger
sales crashing by 43 per cent in
UK supermarkets by the end of
February, according to Kantar
Worldpanel.
The scandal subsequently forced
most of the UK’s supermarkets
into the costly exercise of removing and testing their processed
meat products.
That episode served as a timely
reminder for large firms that business risk is increasingly something
which must be factored into everyday work.
“It is not simply the job of one
person or office to consider the
risk,” says Amanda Blanc, chief
executive of insurers AXA UK.
“It is the responsibility of everyone at executive and management
level. Corporate structures are
often slowed down considerably
by operational silos but, despite
the fact risk management is vital
to the health of the business, it cannot be allowed to take precedent.
Likewise, it cannot be relegated
to a tick-box exercise as it will lose
any authority.”
FTSE 350 companies disclosed
on average 11.3 risks in 2012, up
from an average of 11.0 the previous year, according to a corporate
governance review carried out by
Grant Thornton.
The accountancy firm found
detailed descriptions of principal
risks and uncertainties are now
being provided by 85 per cent of
FTSE companies, compared to
74 per cent in 2011, which would
indicate the risk management
issue is being taken more seriously
by large firms.

With awareness rising, Stefano
Tranquillo, vice president for
Northern Europe at FM Global,
says firms must focus on internal
training to ensure risk management is entrenched in the minds
of all employees.
“One way to do this is to make
sure risk management is included
within the reward element,” he says.
“Often blame is accorded when
something has gone wrong, but
managers should find a way to value
and measure the risk management
process, and reward accordingly.”
In recent years, incidents such as
the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico,
which hit BP, and the furore over the
failure of G4S to fulfil its Olympics
contract, have demonstrated how
quickly problems stemming from
risk can escalate for big companies.
In both cases the problems
became almost unmanageable
despite both firms having strong
governance at the top, proving that
experienced management is no
guarantee against the effect of risk.
Keeping tabs on suppliers, logistics, price fluctuations, customer
perceptions and spending habits
are also becoming more important.
And, even though globalisation
has provided opportunities for
international businesses to source
goods and services at lower prices,
it has also increased the risk factors.
Mr Tranquillo says all businesses
should look at internal systems
that encourage learning, while
risk managers should engage staff
in a process of “what would happen if…?” and consider a series of
worst-case scenarios.
Meanwhile, Ben Willmott, head of
public policy at the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development,
suggests remuneration incentives
are key to embedding risk management in the staff psyche.
“Effective reward strategies will
make it clear that managing risk
is more than a box-ticking exercise. Poor reward strategies that
reward or incentivise inappropriate behaviour or risk-taking are a
real problem,” he says.

Advanced

Remuneration incentives are key to embedding
risk management in the staff psyche
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CULTURE’S CAPITAL
TO COMBAT RISK

ENUE

While risk management policy can often
be dictated from the boardroom, chief
executives can do more to ensure their staff
buy into it, as Alex Cardno discovers

CORPORATE CULTURE

20,3%

ȖȖ There is strong evidence to
suggest that competitive, heavily
regulated sectors tend to be better
at risk management. Pharmaceutical companies, for instance, tend to
have highly evolved risk practices
which seem to have been brought
about by tough regulation of the
sector coupled with intense competition between firms.
Companies in this sector have
gone beyond compliance regulation. This is largely because they
understand that good risk management is crucial to their survival
in a highly competitive industry.
However, there are numerous
other sectors where this is also
the case and these lessons can be
applied to myriad business areas.
Melvin Glapion, managing
director at Kroll Advisory Solutions, says the oil and gas, mining
and wider medical device sectors
are also examples of best practice.
“These sectors have been hardest hit by various regulatory and
operational incidents. This has
propelled these industries to
become particularly risk aware,”
he says.
As an example of good corporate
strategy around risk, Gillian Lees,
head of corporate governance and
risk at the Chartered Institute
of Management Accountants,
says the aviation industry has
an approach which other sectors
should learn from.
She explains: “In the aviation industry there is collaboration between companies to help
improve their risk management
practices. This is not replicated
in financial services in the same
way and perhaps it should be.

That change starts at the very
top. The chief executive must set
the vision, but the chief financial
officer has a key role in setting the
framework in which innovation
may thrive.”
However, making risk management part of everyone’s objectives needs to be balanced against
other objectives or else companies face a separate risk of stifling
their business.
Ensuring staff awareness of risk
from the top down is therefore
vital, but Simon Evans of RSM
Tenon warns that risk management must be built into the objectives of all employees to ensure it is
effectively managed at each level.
“If you take the average company strategic risk profile and
build explicit supporting behaviour to mitigate these risks into
individual performance objectives, we would see a quantum
leap forward in truly embedding
risk into the culture of the business,” he says.
Managing contract information
is another key factor in the battle to manage risk, especially for
international businesses.
A recent study by IBM found
that 52.2 per cent of businesses
did not have the infrastructure in
place to react to the exposure to
risk contained within active contracts in the event of a significant
change in market conditions.
Nick Hood, head of external
affairs at Company Watch, says:
“The trouble with most business
risk management cultures is that
they tend to be reactive, rather
than proactive; relying on dealing with adverse events in crisis-

control mode. This usually stems
from a triumph of unrestrained
entrepreneurial zeal, underpinned by an understandable
unwillingness to consider the
possibility of disaster.”
The litmus test of risk management for investors in large firms
is the corporate report and this
is one area long earmarked for
improvement.
A 2012 survey by the Asso-

Managing contract
information is a key
factor in the battle to
manage risk
ciation of Chartered Certified
Accountants found that 71 per
cent of investors think companies should be reporting more on
potential risks that could affect
their performance.
Meanwhile, 70 per cent said
that a company’s key risks and
how they intended to manage
or mitigate them was the most
pressing issue for them following
the economic crisis.
Clearly risk management is creeping up the agenda for big businesses, but the evidence suggests
there is still a long way to go.

BUILDING RISK AWARENESS

Source: IBM
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Why risk management
is a C-suite issue
Many organisations are discovering
that, in order to protect their business and maximise opportunities,
risk management accountability
needs to be firmly embedded in the
culture, process, and leadership of
their enterprise. The siloed roles
of the traditional risk management
approach are no longer enough
to deal with broad risk exposures
faced by companies.
But should top management be
involved with the risks their company faces or should they be focusing on running the business? Ideally the two should go hand in hand.
Recent research about risk leadership, conducted by Harvard Business Review Analytic Services in
association with Zurich, the Federation of European Risk Management
Associations (FERMA) and the Public Risk Management Organisation
(PRIMO), has identified key areas of
risk management that respondents
felt needed more emphasis.
The Leadership in Risk Management research will be released
later this year and reflects the
results of a Har vard Business
Review Analytic Services webbased survey conducted with 217
global respondents from both private and public-sector organisations involved in risk management
for their company.
Of those surveyed, 84 per cent
cited financial risk as an area
requiring input from the C-suite
when asked which areas they felt
needed top management level
attention. This was closely followed
by strategic risk at 79 per cent, and
legal and regulatory risks came in
third receiving 70 per cent of the
responses. These results suggest
that risk management is assuming a broader and more strategic

role within many organisations, and
hints that some business leaders
are really starting to engage with
risk managers on risk issues.
Concerns about businesses’
exposure to cyber risks, communication on the internet and
social media were also underlined
by respondents as key areas of
worry. There was great concern
on IT or data privacy and technology, which each received 60
per cent and 52 per cent of the
responses respectively.
The amount of risk present in
the modern business environment
is arguably only exceeded by the
need for greater communication
about potential challenges and
optimal treatments. It is encouraging to see that in the majority
(62 per cent) of companies surveyed, there was a bi-directional
approach to risk communication.
In other words, communication
about rising and emerging risks
flowed in both directions between
the C-suite and operations.
The survey also suggests that
risk management is being taken
more seriously than before in
respondents’ companies. Not only
is there bi-directional communication, but key risks are communicated to the C-suite regularly at 70 per cent of companies
surveyed, the board reviews risk
management policies and procedures annually at 59 per cent
of respondents’ companies, and
reviews top risk exposures and
treatment actions at least biannually at 73 per cent of participating organisations.
The results speak for themselves,
but do they represent a business
reality? Linda Conrad, director of
strategic business risk at Zurich

Chief executives should discuss risk
management whenever they talk about
markets or customers, as all are equally
critical to success
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North America, believes there is
more work to be done.
“Today, risk can be a competitive
advantage if companies are ‘risk
smart’, innovative and ready for
change. The figures are encouraging,
and I have seen some improvement in
communication about risk and opportunity between business heads, chief
risk officers (CROs) and the board.
“Ideally, chief executives should
discuss risk management whenever they talk about markets or
customers, as all are equally critical to success. Yet many companies still struggle with how to
embed risk acumen throughout
their enterprise and proactively
address risk issues.
“The blind-side of risk can cost
you money and prevent you from
taking advantage of opportunities that can drive growth. But
when risk management is linked
to strategy and budget, a firm
can more clearly articulate their
optimal balance between risk
and reward to deliver improved
results. For this to happen, the
C-suite must continue to promote
a risk culture shift and encourage dialogue that can improve risk
awareness, accountability and,
ultimately, achievement.”
Training in risk management is on
the rise in some organisations, as
more than half (56 per cent) of the
companies surveyed have increased
the resources they devote to riskrelated education and training over
the past three years at least at the
CRO level and higher.
While the implication may be that
it is only top management who are
getting the necessary training and
education, there are results which
show they are leading respondents’
companies in culture change. For
example, more than three-quarters (79 per cent) of the respondents said employees are encouraged to call attention to new risk
exposures and business changes,
and another 52 per cent said that,
over the past three years, their
board has strengthened codes of
conduct and protections for internal whistle-blowers.
“It can only be good news that top
management are becoming more
risk-aware,” says Vinicio Cellerini,
Zurich’s chief executive of global
corporate in the UK. “This research
clearly shows that the C-suite and
the board are working with CROs
to bring about significant change in
some companies.
“Risk awareness and a truly
enterprise approach to risk man-
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79%
of respondents
said employees are
encouraged to call
attention to new
risk exposures

52%
of respondents
said that, over the
past three years,
their board has
strengthened
codes of conduct

agement could help businesses cut
costs and identify their risk appetite
more easily.
“It is fundamental for every business to have the correct processes
and measures in place to protect their company, and effectively
manage risk. But sometimes that
is easier said than done, and companies need an outsiders’ perspective on their approach to risk management, risk transfer and risk
finance. This is when companies
should engage with their insurer.”
This research was created in collaboration with Harvard Business
Review Analytic Services, Zurich,
FERMA and PRIMO, and data was
collected between January and
February 2013.
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You can sign up to watch the Leading
Risk Culture Change webinar,
which provides an overview of the
research, by going to
www.krm.com/hbr/RiskCultureCL
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RISK AND RETURN: A BALANCED APPROACH
TO CORPORATE GLOBAL RISK MANAGEMENT
Although some consider risk a business cost, the world’s most successful companies know that strong
risk management can boost the bottom line, says Steve Fowler of the Institute of Risk Management
OPINION

Steve Fowler is chief executive of the
Institute of Risk Management and has
held a wide range of business roles,
including commercial IT director
and head of commercial business
transformation with RSA in the
insurance industry

ȖȖ For most of us, risk management is usually thought of as something negative, transactional, and
frankly boring – but sadly necessary. It’s something we all have to
have, but is hardly business as we
know it; right? Wrong.
Organisations that are successful in the long run embrace and
embed a much broader definition of risk management. More
than just insurance-buying, audit,
occupational safety and health,
project management, and business continuity planning, so-called
enterprise-wide approaches to risk
management (ERM) take a strategic perspective, framed around the
organisation’s core processes and
strategic goals.
Rather than focusing purely on
“risk management by media”,
meaning a panic-inspired focus
on the risks making the headlines
in today’s newspapers, ERM takes
a longer-term view of risks – and of
business opportunities.
Effective risk management is
multi-dimensional and peoplefocused: no organisation can gain
a real grasp of the risks that truly
matter to its operations by just
looking at the shop floor or indeed
just the boardroom. ERM looks
across the enterprise at both,
blending systematic risk identification with a good understanding
of the “cultural pulse” of the firm.
While often thought of as a
“nerdy discipline”, effective risk

GLOBAL KIDNAPPINGS
management is far from it. Risk
managers can’t hope to be even
vaguely successful
by risk
operating
The reported
information
from behind the comfort of software packages, spreadsheets and
risk registers. Communications
skills, empathy and a real feeling
for culture in all its guises are all
far more important.
This is even more crucial in complex multi-national organisations.
Common sense tells us to expect
different approaches to risk in
different cultures, yet common
sense often goes straight out the
window when making global business decisions.
The examples of major corporations that have failed on the
doorstep of poor international
risk decisions continue to grow
by the year, every year. The truth
is culture varies from country to
country, race to race and religion to
religion. Our diversity as a species
is truly exciting, indeed inspiring,
and a key driving force behind creativity, so why is it that traditional
approaches to risk management
often completely ignore this?
Organisations that recognise
global diversity and culture tend
to be long-term successful – think
Apple or Samsung, both of which
blend strong design-led leadership with a good understanding
of global markets, and an almost
messianic focus on recruiting,
growing and motivating the very
best people.
Getting the right risk manager within the team can significantly strengthen the likelihood
of achieving that level of nirvana.
Whether that person be a dedicated risk manager, or a part-time
role for another member of the
leadership team, doesn’t actually
matter. The important thing is
that he or she must be outwardly
focused, culturally empathetic and
a superb communicator.
The risk manager must be both
the chief executive’s confidant and
trusted adviser, and able to explain
risk issues simply, without jargon,
and in financial terms that are easily grasped at board level.
Rather than an obsessional focus
solely on “down-side risk”, the risk
function is also there to work with
the board and senior management
to make new business initiatives
work in a risk- effective way.
Nowhere is that balanced
approach needed more than in
today’s extended business enterprise. Haliburton, Transocean and
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3%
22%
Kidnappings in Africa 2004
Kidnappings in Africa 2012

55%
25%
Kidnappings in Latin America 2004
Kidnappings in Latin America 2012

Insuring
against the
worst outcome
Page 14

BP were all involved in the Gulf of
Mexico oil well disaster, yet BP suffered most in terms of reputational
damage.
The Institute of Risk Management (IRM), a not-for-profit global
body dedicated to improving skills
in risk management practice, is
currently developing guidance on

Risk managers can’t hope to be even
vaguely successful by operating from
behind the comfort of software packages,
spreadsheets and risk registers
twitter.com/raconteurmedia

how organisations can best manage risk in complex supply chain
situations.
Today’s lean organisations tend
towards single efficient supply
sources yet this can often conflict with building organisational
resilience. Just think, the human
body has two kidneys for precisely this reason – and as a species, we’ve been around for quite
a few years.
So where next? The good news
is there’s a global standard for
enterprise risk management – ISO
31000 – that provides straightforward advice on how to embed a
balanced and effective approach.
There are also numerous courses
and guidance available to help
firms make the transition to ERM.
Increasingly professionalised,
risk management has moved on
from the transactional job it once
was. In a sense, it’s at a similar
crossroads to that faced by the
HR and IT functions some 20 to
40 years ago before they became
established parts of the corporate
leadership landscape. The time
has come to bury outmoded views
of the “I wouldn’t do that if I were
you” risk-averse risk manager.

Nigeria is the most dangerous
country for kidnap
Source: Control Risks

$2m

is the average ransom demand

$60m
is the highest ransom paid
(Sub-Saharan Africa in 2012)

Source: Chubb Group of Insurance
Companies
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BOXING CLEVER
TO MANAGE RISKY
BUSINESS

COUNTING
COST OF
FAILURES
Lee O’Connell,
head of legal and
compliance at
Eversheds Consulting,
recalls examples of
where compliance has
failed and asks what
are the lessons
of history?
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FACTFILE

COMPLIANCE

ȖȖ The 2008 crisis has prompted
governments around the world to
tighten regulation not just of banks
and financial institutions, but of
a wide range of sectors, increasing the compliance burden for all
kinds of businesses.
There are those who believe that
the amount of red tape should be
cut. Earlier this year, the World
Trade Organization’s director-general Pascal Lamy estimated $1trillion could be freed up for the global
economy by cutting unnecessary
regulation. However, most accept
that the best way of managing risks
within their businesses is by having
a robust approach to compliance.
But how do companies go about
this? And what should they expect
to get out of it?
“Compliance must be focused
on preserving, protecting and promoting business value, including
reputation, to capture business
attention and motivation,” says
Nicole Bigby, a partner at law firm
Berwin Leighton Paisner.
“The benefits of good compliance
need to be very direct: minimising
the cost of or improving contract
management, heading off problems or, even more powerfully
from a strategic perspective, knowing when to create new compliance
rules to enhance business adaptability and competitive advantage.”
Global examples of the importance of compliance and understanding business risk have been
frequent for companies to observe.
And when things fail, they often
tend to fail in a big way.
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The last decade, in particular,
has been besieged by high-profile
business scandals and financial
failures, sparking unprecedented
regulation and providing some valuable lessons for risk management.
Emboldened by the management of the credit crisis, governments have taken a zero-tolerance
approach to other parts of the
economy when it comes to managing
their own risks. It has made them
less likely to tolerate failures and
more prone to legislate against them.
“The broader management and
organisational failures at NASA,
which led to the Challenger space
shuttle disaster, and at BP, concerning the Deep Water Horizon
oil rig explosion, demonstrate the
dangers of purely tick-box compliance,” says Ms Bigby.
“The consequences for boards,
personally and collectively, are
increasingly punitive, and fines
can pale against the internal costs
of necessary restructuring and
independent monitoring regimes.”
A willingness to embrace new
methods and ways of understanding compliance must, therefore, be
a key starting point.
One of the biggest challenges
for businesses when it comes to
compliance is getting beyond a
box-ticking mentality, which can
lead to the compliance failures
seen more recently.
“Irrespective of the guidance
available, organisations need
to recognise that truly effective
implementation is not a tick-box
exercise,” says Sukhdev Bal, direc-

tor of consultancy firm Protiviti
UK. “For many companies, complex accountabilities for compliance have evolved in an ad hoc
manner over a long time.”
However, it is one thing to extol
the benefits of a compliancefocused approach, but in practice it
can be more difficult to implement.
“Culture is key,” explains Kirsty
Searles, head of governance and
compliance at consultancy group
Deloitte UK.
There are systems available for
larger businesses to ensure they
get on top of compliance and are
able to monitor risk, ranging from
“point solutions”, designed specifically for certain compliance areas,
to software-based platforms which
incorporate multiple functions.
Point solutions typically support
deeper analysis and reporting
requirements for compliance,
whereas platform solutions provide extended capabilities, and
could serve as infrastructure for
broader compliance, governance
and risk management activities
over time.
One of the main benchmarks for
businesses in managing risk is the
ISO 31000 standard, which “provides principles, framework and a
process for managing risk”.
According to the International
Organisation for Standardisation,
ISO 31000 can help organisations
increase the likelihood of achieving
objectives, improve the identification of opportunities and threats,
and effectively allocate and use
resources for risk treatment.
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The consequences for boards,
personally and collectively, are
increasingly punitive, and fines can
pale against the internal costs
of necessary restructuring and
independent monitoring regimes
“For those companies that are
less ‘mature’ from a risk management perspective, the ISO regulations provide a great start in terms
of the risks they should be considering and the controls they could
implement to mitigate these,” says
Richard Hunt, managing director
of Turnkey Consulting.
“The main regulations to be considering here are ISO 31000 for
risk management and ISO 27000
for information security. There are
a number of other more industryspecific ISO standards available
with risk management content
targeted at industry-specific risks.”
Yet, despite being a good place to
start, experts warn against relying
too heavily on the ISO standards.
“ISO regulations are a standard
for guidance rather than regulation. They provide organisations
with a framework for benchmarking what’s being done and a structure for building capabilities,” says
Ms Searles. “It is not a panacea; it’s
all in the practical application.”

twitter.com/raconteurmedia

ȖȖ April 2010: A senior executive of a fuel tank manufacturing
business was banned from directing any company for five years
after breaching a raft of health
and safety regulations. Brian
Nixon, from Evesham, Worcestershire, and managing director
of Transtore (UK), was also fined
£17,000. Workers at Transtore
(UK) in Stratford-upon-Avon were
exposed to lead and other harmful
chemicals while paint was sprayed
at the plant without the correct
safety measures. In addition, workers were put at risk of falls with no
safety equipment provided.
ȖȖ September 2010: The US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and Department of Justice announced that BP Products
North America had agreed to pay
a $15-million penalty to resolve
federal Clean Air Act violations at
its Texas City petroleum refinery.
The penalty was both the largest
ever assessed for civil violations of
the Clean Air Act’s chemical accident prevention regulations, also
known as the risk management
programme regulations, and the
largest civil penalty recovered for
Clean Air Act violations at an individual facility.
ȖȖDecember 2012: The EPA
and US Justice Department
announced that Ohio-based
Owens-Brockway Glass Container Inc agreed to install new
pollution control equipment to
reduce emissions of nitrogen
oxides, sulphur dioxide and particulate matter by some 2,500
tons a year. The company, America’s largest glass container manufacturer, which makes mainly
jars and bottles, was required to
pay a $1.45-million penalty for
violating the Clean Air Act at five
of its plants.
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DEMAND FOR
SUPPLY CHAIN
CONTROLS

FINANCE

- BANK -

With recent failures fresh in the minds of the business community,
Kevin Rose examines best practice for global supply chain management
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

ȖȖ One of the many consequences
of globalisation is the increase in
both the size and scale of supply
chains. While they undoubtedly
provide business benefits in terms
of cost savings, supply chains can
also put a company at substantial
danger if not managed competently.
Given the importance of the
supply chain, maintaining control
is essential in minimising production disruption and associated
reputational risk.
Dr Christos Tsinopoulos, of Durham University Business School,
explains that some of the recent
high-profile supply chain scandals
have highlighted the extent to
which the supply chains of larger
organisations can cause public
relations disasters.
“The horsemeat scandal is an
excellent example of such phenomena, where smaller or not very
well-known meat suppliers caused
major PR catastrophes to the large
supermarkets,” he says.
“Other large companies have
suffered similar cases, whether
this has been down to quality
faults, for example Toyota’s recent
product recalls, or corporate social
responsibility mishaps, such as the
alleged mistreatment of employees
in Apple’s supplier Foxconn.”
These stories made the front
pages of newspapers around the
world and are a stark reminder
to any chief executive that they
are ultimately responsible for all
aspects of their company’s operations. As such they must be sure
that they have sufficient safeguards and procedures in place to
manage risk in the supply chain.
While the horsemeat scandal
was indicative of the importance of
sourcing and traceability, the lessons
can be applied to any sector involv-

ing the movement of physical goods.
Craig Sears-Black, UK managing
director of supply chain solutions
provider Manhattan Associates,
explains: “As retailers balance cost
and quality, supply chains have
become longer than ever. Accurate,
actionable data across the supply
chain helps. Collaboration between
producers, transport service providers, distributors and retailers
improves agility and efficiency.”
However, while safeguards can
be put in place after the event, it’s
always better to prevent problems
before they happen.
Sue Loney, casualty underwriting
director at global insurer RSA, says
that confidence is built over time
using established suppliers and
this can create more opportunity
for the manufacturer to positively
influence their supplier.
“Remedies against suppliers may
be available in contract and suppliers may have insurance policies
in place to respond to the financial
consequences of a failure,” she says.
“However, it is often the case that
local insurance coverage is insufficient to respond appropriately and
financial limits may be inadequate,
and in any event the reputational
harm will have been done.”
While most chief executives
understand that keeping the consumer on side is vital, it is easy to
forget how easily customers can
be alienated.

Steven Thompson, head of consultancy at crisis advisers red24,
cites the examples of international
recalls, such as McLaren buggies in
the United States and Europe, and
Toyota cars globally. He compares
these reactions with those over both
the recent milk powder scandal in
China and the horsemeat saga.
“While the consumer will be
willing to accept the occasional
manufacturing failure, as in the
first two cases, they will not accept
the fraudulent activity associated
with the second two,” he says.
Public awareness of supply chain
failures can obviously be managed
through a public relations blitz,
but this is not the answer. The mea
culpa approach is all well and good,
but the consumer needs to see that
something beyond a PR exercise is
actually taking place.
Tesco was quick to put up posters
in-store and take out prominent
full-page newspaper advertisements following its recent meat
withdrawals, but it has to change
its culture and practices towards
the supply chain that saw its sales
– and brand – suffer damage.
Meanwhile, those supermarkets
widely acknowledged to have stringent and transparent supply chain
risk management procedures in
place, such as Sainsbury’s, the
Co-op and Waitrose, have all seen
sales rise after the horsemeat disgrace. Food for thought.

While safeguards can be put in place
after the event, it’s always better to
prevent problems before they happen
theraconteur.co.uk
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INSURING AGAINST THE
WORST THING HAPPENING
As chief executives struggle to identify their business
risks, Charlie Thomas considers why bosses are
increasingly turning to the insurance market for help

INSURANCE

ȖȖ For a multi-billion-pound
industry, business risk insurance
as a whole has struggled to modernise as we’ve moved into a digital, globalised marketplace.
While traditional areas of business risk – property damage, lost
goods, directors’ and officers’
cover, and even terrorism – are all
suitably covered, the multinational
and increasingly cyber-affected
way in which we do business is
bringing some alarming deficiencies to the fore.
In April, Aon, one of the world’s
biggest insurers, revealed corporate leaders were struggling to
even identify the major risks facing
their organisations.
The financial crisis has focused
business leaders’ minds in one
place – the economic slowdown
and subsequent risk of slow recovery to the future of their business.
Aon’s Global Risk Management
Survey of 1,415 companies from 70
countries ranked this as their top
concern, followed by regulatory
and legislative changes, increasing
competition, and damage to their
reputation or brand.

Much further down the list came
cyber crime, including the risk of
being hacked or hit with malicious
viruses, counterparty credit risk,
loss of intellectual property and
data, social media, and pension
scheme funding. All these, says
Aon, should be far higher up the
risk agenda.
But can these new risks be
insured against? And how far can
businesses realistically expect
their policies to cover them?
Airmic is the UK’s association
for risk and insurance management professionals, and represents
1,100 risk managers and corporate
insurance buyers at 500 businesses, including 75 per cent of
FTSE 100 companies.
Paul Hopkin, Airmic’s technical director, says there are “gaping holes” on the risk map that
insurers just aren’t providing
adequately for.
“Insurance covers a smaller percentage of the risk map than has
ever been the case,” he says. “Even
where new products have been
made available, they’ve typically
had little take-up because they are

considered excessively onerous and
hedged around with conditions.”
The good news is insurers claim
to be willing to try and find solutions for risk problems. And while
it may be more difficult to place
property insurance in, say, an
earthquake hotspot, it won’t be
impossible – just expensive.
Similarly, most business sectors
will manage to find insurance policies to suit their needs, although
some sectors may require specialist
underwriting that most insurers
won’t have the appetite for; these
include nuclear operations, petrochemical companies and mining.

Does the current spread of
insurance policies cover
all business risks?

Sectors which utilise insurance
policies well to manage business
risk tend to be the larger, older
ones who insurers compete to
have as clients; sectors such as
automotive, food, transport and
pharmaceutical tend to be well
looked after.

tional insurance policies. Getting
the right sort of policies though is
littered with complications.
Today, more than 90 Fortune
Global 500 companies are headquartered in emerging markets,
whereas in 1996 there were none.
Only a relatively small number of

Share and discuss online at theraconteur.co.uk

As companies become global, it’s
more important to obtain multinational
insurance policies

But even for these big companies, there are two areas which are
nearly always under- represented
and under-insured – globalisation
and business interruption.
As companies become global, it’s
more important to obtain multina-

insurers have the scope to handle a
global programme efficiently and
deliver contract certainty.
There are two options for firms:
either place policies in each jurisdiction or acquire a multinational
policy centrally.

YOUR BUSINESS COULD BE UNDER ATTACK FROM BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SOURCES
Securing your business and your clients’ trust starts with a risk
assessment by Amethyst’s professionals. Many businesses are
unaware of their critical assets, both where and what they are. New
threats to intellectual property pose serious risks, and threaten to
undermine investment in research and development. Other types
of threat can and do lead to compromise of sensitive customer
information. Business leaders operate in a minefield of threats and
risks, and need smart solutions to ensure survival.
The problem can be that the way through the minefield is not
obvious. This is where professionals using internationally
recognised risk identification methodologies can be of benefit to
the enterprise. Once the risks have been identified, the appropriate
measures can be taken to manage them.

This mitigation is a business process with security at its core and
needs to be conducted in proportion to the risks taken in other
areas of the business. Not only are businesses securing their own
operating future by addressing their risks, but they are also ensuring
that their clients can trust the long-term future of all the information
that they have entrusted to the company. Reputation and IPR are
included as part of the risk assessment process.
Amethyst Risk Management is a leading independent specialist in
Cyber Security and Information Assurance.
We take ownership of the risk assessment process, to ensure that
your critical assets, brand and reputation have the proper protection.

To find out more about Amethyst contact
www.amethystrisk.com
sales@amethystrisk.com
Worting House | Church Lane | Basingstoke | Hampshire | RG23 8PX | UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1256 345612
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David Corrigan, property underwriting director at RSA, explains:
“A multinational insurance programme is formed with the issue
of local policies by the offices of
the lead insurer or its network of
insurance partners in each country
where the company has exposure.
“A single master policy is issued
centrally, usually in the country
where the company is headquartered, by the lead insurer, which sits
above these local policies to provide
consistency in global coverage.”
However, not all policies can be
set up in this way; property damage,
business interruption, engineering,
liability and marine work well,
but compensation arrangements,
employer liabilities and motor are
often placed independently due
to the global variance in legal and
compensation frameworks.
Business interruption cover is
also critical for companies, but
getting it right is not as easy as you
might think.
Airmic’s Mr Hopkin says that,
despite the best efforts of insurers
to produce new products, buyers
remain sceptical. The Icelandic
dust cloud in 2010, the Japanese
tsunami and Thai floods saw policyholders genuinely surprised at
how difficult it was to make a successful claim.

“Another issue is that it can be
complex to determine whether
business interruption has taken
place and then to quantify the
impact it has had,” he says. “For
example, one insurer dramatically
scaled back a claim for loss of profit
after a fire at a London restaurant
in 2005, arguing that the London
Transport bombings of that year
meant people would have stayed
away anyhow. With grey areas such
as this, making a claim can consume
a lot of time and generate disproportionate legal expenses.”
Getting business interruption
policies, which cover every element of your supply chain, can
also be difficult.
RSA’s Mr Corrigan says the challenges for businesses often lie in
being able to describe and quantify
property-loss scenarios to third
parties, which cause business
interruption losses for them, such
as supply chains.
“Insurers are very prepared to
engage in granting specific coverage
extensions, but will be wary of providing unspecific coverage,” he says.
Finding the right policies for
business risks will involve investing time and money, which in
today’s fiscally constrained times
may seem too much to ask. But
the bottom line is loss prevention – and cover today will ensure
resilience in future.

£400

cost of analysing each DNA sample
in the horsemeat incident
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70%

of leading procurement
companies have a structured
supplier risk and performance
management programme

80%

of companies say assessing
risks on their current contracts
portfolio is “painful”

52%

of firms do not have a mechanism
to assess and react to the exposure
to risk contained within active
contracts in the event of a significant
change in market conditions
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